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September 9, 1997 
The first Senate meeting of the 1997-98 academic year was called to order at 3:35 
p.m., in the Kiva. Senate President Beulah Woodfin presided. 
Senators present: David Bennahum (Internal Medicine), Alok Bohara (Economics), 
William Buss (Neurosciences), William Dail (Neurosciences), Helen Damico (English), 
Kurt Fiedler (Neurology), Les Field (Anthropology), Jan Gamradt (Individual, Family & 
Community Education), John Gahl (Electrical & Computer Engineering), Jaime 
Grinberg (Education), Bradford Hall (Communication & Journalism), Fred Hashimoto 
(Internal Medicine), Christiane Joost-Gaugier (Art & Art History), Dorothy Kammerer-
Doak (Obstretics & Gynecology), Peggy Kelley (Surgery), George Luger (Computer 
Science), Harry Llull (General Library), Neeraj Magotra (Electrical & Computer 
Science), Wanda Martin (English), Jean Martinez-Welles (Gallup), Les McFadden 
(Earth & Planetary Sciences), Mary Anne Nelson (Biology), Alyse Neundorf (Gallup), 
Eric Nuttall (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering), Charles Pribyl (Orthopaedics), Philip 
Reyes (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology), Ronald Reichel (University College), 
Richard Ried (Anderson), Deborah Rifenbary (Individual, Family & Community 
Education), Robert Sapien (Emergency Medicine), Christine Sauer (Economics), John 
Schatzberg (Anderson), Denise Schulz (Theatre & Dance), Sandra Schwanberg 
(Nursing), Sally Seidel (Physics & Astronomy), Loretta Serna (Education Specialities), 
Scott Taylor (Law), Jim Thorson (English), Pauline Turner (Individual Family & 
Community Education), Carolyn Voss (Medicine), Paul Weiss (General Library), Beulah 
Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology), Melvin Yazawa (History) 
Senators absent: Margery Amdur (Art & Art History), James Boone (Anthropology), 
Dale Mason (Gallup), Mario Rivera (Public Administration), Stephanie Ruby (Molecular 
Genetics & Microbiology), Warren Smith (Foreign Languages & Literatures), Nicole 
Touchet (Family & Community Medicine), Mete Turan (Architecture & Planning), 
Carolyn Voss (Medicine), Bridget Wilson (Pathology) 
Excused absences: Michele Diel (Valencia), Ernest Dole (Pharmacy), Gregory 
Franchini (Psychiatry), William Kane (Individual, Family & Community Education), 
Jonathan Porter (History), Joseph Spaeth (Radiology) 
Guests present: Kathryn Cordova (Taos), William C. Gordon (Provost), Richard 
Holder (University College), David Miertschin (GPSA President), Shonda Novack 
(Albuquerque Tribune), Richard E. Peck (UNM President), David Stuart (Evening & 
Weekend Programs), James Treat (American Studies), Holly Waldron (Psychology), 
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Richard Van Dongen (Education) 
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
The agenda was adopted as presented. 
2. APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR MAY 13, 1997 
The minutes for the May 13, 1997 Election of 1997-98 Officers were adopted as 
presented. The minutes of the May 13, 1997 Last Meeting of the 1996-97 Senate 
were adopted as presented. 
3. PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
President Richard E. Peck reported briefly on funding strategies for FY 1998-99: 
President Peck announced that the Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee 
would be meeting on September 10, 1997 at 5 p.m. to approve UNM's budget 
requests for the 1998-99 fiscal year. 
First funding priorities for UNM are for a 2.5 percent cost-of-living increase and a 
5.5 percent "Maintenance of Competitive Excellence Fund," for a total 
compensation request of 8 percent. The special funding would allocate funds to 
the critical need of compensation for faculty and staff. 
Last year, the State raised its expenditures budget by $190 million while cutting 
higher education's budget by $27 million. All four-year institutions suffered from 
this action. 
President Peck expects to meet individually with all legislators about funding for 
higher education before the beginning of the next legislative session. He, along 
with faculty, staff and alumni, has met individually with more than 30 legislators 
and he expects to meet with all 112 before the legislative session begins. 
The interim Committee on Excellence in Higher Education, chaired by 
representative Denice Picraux, is expected to help design legislation for funding 
for higher education. The committee was created due to the recognition in the 
legislative leadership that the budget cuts to higher education need to be 
addressed. Faculty Senators may be called upon to testify for the legislation 
developed by this committee. 
Funding requirements are seeking restoration of the historic 17 percent share of 
general fund appropriation to higher education. For many years, higher 
education has been allocated approximately 17 percent of the general fund 
appropriation. In 1997-98, this portion fell to 16 percent which resulted in a 1 
percent loss equaling $27 million. UNM's budget cut amounted to $1 O million. 
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President Peck had hoped that the presidents of the other five, four-year 
institutions in the State would join UNM in seeking restoration of the 17 percent 
share. He said it is likely the other five presidents will present a variation of 
UNM's request to the legislature for their universities. UNM will continue to argue 
for the 17 percent restoration of the budget cuts. President Peck read the 
"Excellence in Higher Education Resolution" that will be introduced to the Board of 
Regents for adoption at the September 11, 1997 meeting. The resolution 
articulates the Regents' position with respect to funding of higher education in 
New Mexico. The resolution has been shared with the other five, four-year 
institutions. Two organizations, the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce and the 
Bureau of Economic Development, have indicated they would be pleased to 
support the resolution. 
President Peck requested that UNM faculty or staff having contacts in the 
legislature notify him or the Senate Operations Committee. Plans are to develop 
a networking system of constituents, for this year and future years, that legislators 
listen to more often and with greater attention. 
4. PROVOST'S REPORT 
Provost William C. Gordon reported on the following: 
UNM's goal has been to create a budget request for next fiscal year that is more 
focussed. Next year's budget has fewer special projects and less special project 
funding requests than in the past. The first highest priority is compensation for 
faculty and staff. The second highest priority is for formula workload adjustments. 
Provost Gordon explained the rationale for splitting the compensation components 
into 1) cost-of-living increase and, 2) maintenance of the competitive excellence 
fund. 
Provost Gordon stated UNM will present its own case to the legislature with 
support from other state universities in one accord about what the highest 
priorities are. UNM is the flagship university in the State, and that message will 
be pushed. However, it makes sense to get as much support as possible from the 
other institutions of higher education in the State. 
This semester a total of 2,050 freshmen enrolled at UNM. This is a 27 percent 
increase over last year's freshmen enrollments. UNM's overall student 
enrollments increased 1.21 percent and student credit hours increased 2 percent 
over last fall. Provost Gordon said students were able to enroll in required 
courses. Deans, department chairs, and faculty members opened new class 
sections and shifted teaching resources to accommodate students. There were 
fewer complaints about lack of availability of classes this semester. The 
increases in student enrollments were due partially to the Lottery Scholarships. A 
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major factor was UNM's "Bridge to Success Scholarships." Increases were also 
due to UNM's initiatives in student recruitment and retention, and enrollment 
management efforts put in place this year. The Enrollment 97 Committee, 
consisting of representatives from a variety of organizations involved in student 
recruitment and retention, worked very hard on focussed areas of the student 
populations. Efforts were directed toward specific areas that identified, and then 
contacted, students who were in good academic standing when they left UNM. Of 
these students, 136 who were within 40 hours of fulfilling their graduation 
requirements were readmitted to UNM. Three students from this group were 
unaware they had already completed requirements for their degrees. Enrollment 
management continues through the assistance of USA Group Noel-Levitz, an 
outside consultant organization, and through coordinated initiatives by UNM's 
offices involved in student recruitment, retention, and outreach. Many initiatives 
are also underway, one of which is a tale-counseling center for UNM. 
Provost Gordon said searches for all faculty vacancies created by resignations 
and retirements, since last year's hiring freeze, have been approved. 
Additionally, $300,000 is available to reinstate one-third of the faculty vacancies 
not filled last year due to the hiring freeze. These hires will result in a larger than 
usual number of new tenure-track faculty next fall. It is hoped that additional 
resources are found in the future to restore the remainder of the "frozen" positions. 
Senator Paul Weiss asked how the faculty would be affected now that all vice 
presidents report to the Provost. Provost Gordon responded that the goal of the 
restructuring is to ensure that vice presidential areas are working in concert and 
that activities and policy decisions made are consistent with, and in support of, the 
University's mission. 
5. SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
Senate President Beulah Woodfin made the following announcements: 
• The faculty committee established to work with the UNM Bookstore to 
address faculty concerns' needs four or five faculty volunteers. 
• The accreditation steering committee headed by Prof. Peter White would like 
two Faculty Senators to serve on the committee. Volunteers should contact 
Beulah Woodfin. 
• Faculty Senate presidents of the State's six four-year institutions made a 
presentation to the Excellence in Higher Education Committee recently 
regarding what is involved in teaching at the college and university level. 
Questions from members of the Excellence in Higher Education Committee 
included: what is involved in achieving tenure; the practice of bringing in 
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administrators with immediate tenure; the proliferation of learning centers; 
faculty attitudes toward athletics and administrative salaries. Overall contact 
with this group was favorable. The members of the committee indicated they 
would be receptive to hearing from the Faculty Senate presidents. Faculty 
concerns can be conveyed to the committee through the F acuity Senate 
presidents. 
Senate President Woodfin said three of the six, four-year institutions in the 
State have faculty-developed policies to address the issues of merit pay and 
relief of salary compaction should funds become available. President 
Woodfin would like the Faculty Senate to work toward developing a similar 
policy this year. 
These F acuity Senate presidents agree that they all share common concerns 
and have decided to make a permanent organization of faculty council 
leaders. 
• As part of President Woodfin's report, she asked Senator Neeraj Magotra to 
report on the work of the task force reviewing the administrative structure at 
UNM. Senator Magotra reported the task force began its work in early spring 
and decided to 1) examine the overall goals and objectives of the University, 
then, 2) examine the administrative structures that are in place. A draft 
questionnaire was sent to UNM administrators for opinions on the 
questionnaire itself. A final questionnaire will be distributed in a few weeks. 
The task force will be reviewing data from the Commission on Higher 
Education and UNM's administrative units. The task force plans to present 
its findings by the end of the year, or in January. 
• A report on the use of part-time faculty will be completed in the future. A 
questionnaire distributed last year will be circulated again to determine the 
impact of the faculty hiring "freeze" and increased student enrollments on the 
use of part-time faculty. The use of part-time faculty, a concern of the six 
four-year institutions in the State, is also a concern of some members in the 
Excellence in Higher Education Committee. 
6. NEW APPOINTMENTS TO 1997-98 COMMITTEES 
New membership appointments to the 1997 -98 Senate and F acuity/Student 
committees were approved unanimously by voice vote of the Senate. 
7. APPROVAL OF DEGREE CANDIDATES. SUMMER SESSION 1997 
There were no changes to the degree candidates listing for the Summer Session 
1997. The listing was approved as presented by unanimous voice vote of the 
Senate. 
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8. FORMS C FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE 
The Senate discussed curricular requests forwarded by the Curricula Committee. 
After discussions, the Senate by unanimous voice vote approved the following two 
requests as presented from the Gallup branch campus: 
• Revision of AS-Associate of Science in Science 
• Deletion of AAS-Banking 
The Senate approved by unanimous voice vote the following curricular request 
from the Gallup branch campus pending clarification of the need for prerequisite 
ENG 101, and how it will be addressed: 
• Revision of AA-Pre-Business Administration 
After discussions, the Senate approved by unanimous voice vote to return the 
following Form Cs to the Curricula Committee for clarification and resolution of 
various questions concerning the curricular requests for program changes. 
Questions needing clarification are shown below in parenthesis and bold print: 
Gallup Branch 
• Revision of AAS-Automotive Technology (Psych 211 lists 105 as 
prerequisite; clarification on hours for Arts/Humanities/So·cial Sciences; 
clarification on current program total credit hours 66 or 60) 
• Revision of AAS-Automotive Techni-Business (clarification on difference 
between BT11BT & CP101; clarification on question regarding Psych 211; 
AT 103T left in Automotive Techni-Business, but deleted in AAS 
Automotive Technology) 
• Revision of AAS-Business/Marketing (Form C lacks FS Curricula Committee 
signature; discrepancy in total credit hours; clarification on questions 
regarding Econ 204; BTR 155& 211 overlap from CS 150L) 
• Revision of AAS-Construction Technology (clarification regarding 
prerequisites Psych 211 and ENGL 119) 
• Revision of AAS-Construction Techni-Business(c/arification regarding 
prerequisite Psych 211) 
• Revision of AAS-Welding Techni-Business (clarification regarding 
prerequisite Psych 211) 
Taos Branch 
• New AA-Communication and Journalism (clarification on "other college-
/eve/ mathematics" requirement; clarification on biology requirements) 
Concerns were expressed by Senators that the questions noted by Chair Shapiro 
on these Form Cs were not resolved by the Curricula Committee before they were 
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sent forward to the Senate. Senator Turner (Education) also asked that the Chair 
of the Curricula Committee or a representative be present at all Senate meetings 
during the discussion of curricular requests. 
President Woodfin informed the Senate that the Form C is being modified so that 
processing of curricular requests will be more efficient. Marginal notes on the 
Forms C made by the Curricula Committee will be replaced by a rewritten, brief 
summary clarifying what the changes are. 
9. OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS 
Senators briefly discussed the following issues: 
• Although the new edition of the UNM catalog was printed before approval of 
the final core curriculum proposal, the changes are known to the 
college/school advisors. 
• Charlie Steen, Chair, Core Curriculum Task Force, contacted departments 
during the summer for short lists of courses they propose in the lower and 
upper level to be acceptable in the core curriculum. Chair Steen will present 
a proposal of these courses in mid-October for discussion. 
• President Woodfin indicated to the Regents that the faculty want to have a 
strong role in the search process for a new president for UNM. The 
composition of the presidential search committee will be announced by the 
Board of Regents at its September 11 meeting. 
• Heavier teaching loads for full-time faculty are resulting from increased 
student enrollments, and from many senior faculty taking advantage of the 
early retirement incentive program before it expires in December 1997. These 
faculty will not be replaced for a year or more. 
• Attendance of Senators at Faculty Senate meetings will be monitored closely 
this year. Senators who have two consequent, unexcused absences will be 
terminated from the Faculty Senate. 
• The evaluation policies for deans and chairpersons adopted by the Faculty 
Senate at its February 25, 1997, meeting were tabled at the May meeting of 
the Regents' Academic and Student Affairs Committee. The Provost has 
requested clarification on some parts of the policies. The Senate Operations 
Committee will follow up on this. 
Additional information from Senate President Woodfin: 
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• The issue of continuity in faculty governance discussed briefly by the Senate 
last year will be addressed this year. 
• Faculty are invited to attend brown bag lunches organized by Professor 
Maggie Werner-Washburne (Biology). The next bring-your-own bag lunch 
and beverage will be held on October 9, 1997, 11 :30 a.m. - 1 p.m., on the 
patio of University House. 
10. ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting adjourned at 4:55 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted: 
'1YJ tiu" ~ ·j) Olli; 
Mari A. Ulibarri 
Administrative Assistant Ill 
Office of the University Secretary 
8 
Approved by: 
d~ 
Beulah M. Woodfin 
Faculty Senate President 
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September 9, 1997 
l'IE'JY APPOU IT11\E1 rrs TO FACULTY STANDU IG co,,,,,,rrrEES 
(Additions and/or changes to membership list approved at 
May 13, 1997 Faculty Senate meeting) 
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
Shiame Okunor (Arts & Sciences) ---Term Ends 2000 
BUDGET 
Hemming Atterbom (Education) ---Term Ends 1998 
Edward Libby (Internal Medicine) ---Term Ends 1999 
Fred Taylor (Biology) ---Term Ends 1999 
COMPUTER USE 
Christina Carter (General Library) ---Term Ends 1998 
CURRICULA 
Michael Campana (Earth & Planetary Sci) ---Term Ends 2000 
David Farber (History) ---Term Ends 1998 
RESEARCH POLICY 
Mary Harris (Education) ---Term Ends 2000 
UNDERGRADUATE 
Christine Sauer (Economics) ---Term Ends 1998 
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FORM C 
Date: JANUARY 21 , 1 997 
MARK WIISOO 
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form) 
OIAIR, MATH & SCIENCE 
(Tille, position, telephone number) 
GALLUP BRANaI 
(Department/Division/Program/Branch) 
Mark appropriate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program XJ 
CIP CODE 
A11lgned by 
Associate Provost 
for Academic Attalrs 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This form is for Associate of Science in Science 
Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) ---------
· - -·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·- ·-·-·- ·-·-·- ·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
Mark appropriate category 
Degree AS 
Type 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
0 Undergraduate 
degree only 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
o· 
*see New Units policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
Kl D D 
D 0 0 
D 0 0 
D 0 D 
D 0 0 
D D D 
• 0 D 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
Attached. 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
'lb conform to course changes initiated by main campus. 
library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. {If necessary) 
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. 
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No_x_ 
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? (attach statement) 
Effective Date of Proposed Change: FALL _1_9_9_7 __ 
Semester Year 
R~qulred - · - DepartmentChairperson· :YV} 0 C1,A,¥:- (Abf2Yi82-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· Date:- ,7'7,7 J ei ·-·-·-
Signatures· I 
· Dean of Library Services (If necessary) ;;.~ . _ Date: 
CIRT (If necessary) ~ DDaattee'.  ---.-----,'--- -
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary) ~c--. -,?C '" :i-Z,ci Z 
College or School Faculty (If necessary) Date: _______ _ 
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction Date: _______ _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~o 
I 
I 
I 
I :IJ 
I CD 
•o 
I CD 
<' CD 
a. 
m 
::, 
CD 
.... 
CD 
a. 
m 
::, 
CD 
.... 
CD 
a. 
n 
II,) 
iii 
0 
s 
~ 
e. 
co' 
a. 
Tl 
0 
.... 
(/) 
0 
:I' 
CD 
a. 
C 
5· 
co 
0 
::i: 
o' 
CD 
0 
z 
~ 
I · , . , , , 
,. 
· I .. •. • 
FS Graduate Committee ;!I" ,pp bl~ Date: ?X, -:: : ' -: :.:·. 
FS Curricula Committee ~· ~ Date: ;:JllY/2 T 
Assoc. Provost for Academi A irs~ /l {!j;;c/li~ Date: s -/2 21'71 
F I S D t ' · . . QI~ • • • ••• • • acu ty enate a e: ~- . ~ "'""~ . ... 
(ii:) .. . . •. , . . . I • • • • • • 
TO: 
FROM: 
Members of the Curriculum Committee 
Mark Wilson 
ABOUT: Changes to the Associate of Science in Science degree. 
Because of changes in main-campus courses, the following minor changes to the AS in 
Science degree must be made: 
CS 155 was renumber to CS 151 and the credit hours changed from 4 to 3. 
Engr-F 120L (FORTRAN programming) is no longer around. Freshman 
engineering students take CS 151 instead. 
Geology courses take the prefix E&PS (Earth and Planetary Sciences) instead of 
Geol. E&PS 102L has the lecture and lab bundled together in place of the old 
Geo I 102 & Geol 106L combination. 
Attached please find two sheets, one showing the old degree requirements, the other 
showing the new requirements. There is a one-credit hour difference in the two programs. 
Mark Wilson · 
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--------->> Old program requirements 
Associate of Science in Science 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Communications 
English 101 
English 102 
(3) 
(3) 
(6) 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences ( 6) 
Any course above 101 from any 
two areas. 
Mathematics/Computer Science 
Math 162L (4) 
Math 163L (4) 
[CS 155 (4)] 
Health Promotion/Physical Education 
Any course above 101 
SCIENCE CORE 
Biol 121L (4) 
Biol 122L (4) 
Chem 121L (4) 
Chem 122L (4) 
Physcs 151 (3) 
Physcs 153L (1) 
Physcs 152 (3) 
Physcs 154L (1) 
SCIENCE ELECTIVES 
[Engr-F 120L (3)] 
Engr-F 122L (3) 
Chem 212 (4) 
Biol 136 (3) 
Biol 139L (1) 
Biol 221 (3) 
[Geol 101/105L (4)] 
[Geol 102/106L (4)1 
[(12)] 
(2) 
{64 TOTAL CREDITS] 
[26 credits] 
24 credits 
14 credits 
Any appropriate course relevant to the student's major area of concentration (3-4) 
22 
-------> New program requirements 
Associate of Science in Science 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Communications 
English 101 
English 102 
(3) 
(3) 
(6) 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences (6) 
Any course above 101 from any 
two areas. 
Mathematics/Computer Science [(11)) 
Math 162L (4) 
Math 163L (4) 
/63 TOTAL CREDITS} 
[25 credits J 
[CS 151 (3)) number changed; credits changed 
Health Promotion/Physical Education 
Any course above 101 
SCIENCE CORE 
Biol 121L (4) 
Biol 122L (4) 
Chem 121L (4) 
Chem 122L (4) 
Physcs 151 (3) 
Physcs 153L (I) 
Physcs 152 (3) 
Physcs l 54L ( 1) 
SCIENCE ELECTIVES 
(2) 
[Engr-F 120L (3)) course no longer exists 
Engr-F 122L (3) 
Chem 212 (4) 
Biol 136 (3) 
Biol 139L (1) 
Biol 221 (3) 
[E&PS 101/105L] (4) pref,x change 
24 credits 
14 credits 
[E&PS 102L] (4) pref,x change and lab absorbed into course 
Any appropriate course relevant to the student's major area of concentration (3-4) 
23 
........ 
'=- ,.,F8-N :/PROGRAM CHANGE 
._. _  ,... •• ·c· 
,. r-\JR1~,-
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) ,. 
Date:. ___ 2__./._2_.;4:..r.../"""9...;_7 _____ _ 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
CIP CODE 2. GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
CUrtis Cox 4. College or School Faculty 
(Name of Individual Initiating curricular change form) AHlgnedby 
A11oclate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
Lecturer, 863-7529 
(TIiie, posttlon, telephone number) 
Applied Technology Department 
{Departmenl/Dlvfsion/Program/Branch) 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
Mari< appropriate Program: This form Is for __ A_u_t_omo _ t_i_· v_e_T_e_c_hn_o_l_ogy.....d..a"--------
Undergraduate Degree Program gx Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) ---=4'-"6'-------
-· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· -·-· -· -·-· -· -· -·-· -· -· -· -· -· -· -·-· - · -·-· -· -· -· -· -· -· -· - · - · -· -· -· -· -· - · -·-· -
Mark appropriate category 
NEW: REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
Degree AAS 0 Undergraduate . xpg: D 0 
Type 
degree only 
Major 0 0 0 0 
Minor 0 0 0 0 
Concentration D 0 0 0 
Certificate D 0 0 0 
Emphasis D D D 0 
Department o· • D D 
•see New Units policy Gu/de/nes book 
available from the Provost's OfflC8. 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets If necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
See attached. 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Several elective classes changed to required courses. 
~~'(c.h .;l\l l,~b \OS o..-. o.. f t«t.-«-t,· +l-.i~~~~"f · 
c:J .• 4)/W\f haV-Ai '" f\,~ I"~~ I r~~,<l ~<,\(.t.u.s. 
Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. 
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes __ No~ 
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch Involved? N/A (attach statement) 
Effective Date of Proposed Change: FATJ, 1997 
- Year 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· Date:-·)Zi~M7 ·-·-·-Required 
Signatures: .' 
Department Chairperson 
Dean of Library Services (If necessary) --------r"-:,-'--,,..------- Date: _______ _ 
CIRT (If necessary) _________ ~::=:::;;~~~":::::::::::7-""':;;;;~--- Date: __ ,,,,_L_..,.;'-----
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary) ....,,,..---::r~~~~i!!...::~~~ -=.;::z__ 
College or School Faculty (II necessary) _ _j~~~~~L.':l:::;-£._..J_C.,L_ 
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction (.ii~'4-c:::::,..:t::::!li.;.._Ja.i~~:1::::--eftte 
w?'"..,>if Z 
FS Graduate Committee <}8~e>--:: 
FS Curricula Committe~-:.....u::;:.11aic~::.._-,.._ ___ _______ 'f~---
Assoc. Provost for Academic Affai~~~=-=....::....;;-L.&=----'{la~:;L.Yr-=.~.;:__---
Faculty Senate ______________ _______ _ 
Date: ----,------
Date: -e/ ( t { <f 1' 
Date: ~- / i7 I j 7 
Date: ___ _ ___ __. 
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ASSOC IA TE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
AUTOMOTIVE T~~CHNOLOGY 
CURRENT PROGRAM 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
Behavioral Sciences/Math/Natural Sciences 
Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
AUTO TECHNOLOGY CORE 
AT 103T Auto Gas Engine Repair 
AT 110T Drive Train 
AT 113T Auto Transmission 
AT 115T Brake Systems 
AT 130T Electrical System Repair 
AT 157T Steering & Suspension 
AT 165T Auto Tune Up 
AT 167T Emission Control Service 
ELECTIVES* 
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 
6 
6 
6 
2 
,.., 
.) 
.., 
.) 
3 
.., 
.) 
3 
.., 
.) 
,.., 
.) 
.., 
.) 
]..Q 
60 
PROPOSED PROGRAM 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
MATH 115 Technical Mathematics 
PSYCH 211 Applied Psychology 
Communications Elective 
ENGL 119 Technical Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
AUTO TECHNOLOGY CORE 
AT 110T Drive Train 
AT 111 T Automotive Testing & Diagnosis 
AT 113T Auto Transmission 
AT 115T Brake Systems 
AT 130T Electrical System Repair 
AT 157T Steering & Suspension 
AT 165T Auto Tune Up 
AT 167T Emission Control Service 
CP 101 T Intro to Computer Concepts 
ELECTIVES* 
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 
* Any course(s) relating to a planned course of study with approval of Applied Technology Chairperson. 
FOR ADVISEMENT: 
Gallup Office 
Zuni Office 
Chairperson 
Contact the Automotive Technology Program 
Floyd C. Burnham (50,5) 863-7530 
Curtis Cox (505) 863-7529 
Harold Feathers (505) 782-2227 
Richard Krouth (505) 863-7560 
6 
3 
3 
,.., 
.) 
,.., 
.) 
2 
3 
,.., 
.) 
,.., 
.) 
3 
3 
,.., 
.) 
3 
.., 
.) 
,.., 
.) 
13 
60 
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D'r::G~E:::'./PROGr1AM CHANGE 
FORM C 
::late: __ 2;_·2_1_/_9_7 ________ _ 
Karen T. Riehm 
Lecturer, BMT Dept. 863-7511 
Business Management, & Tech Dept. 
.<arx apprcpriate Proc;ram: 
.Jrir.ergraduate Degree Program 
iradoate Degnte Program 
F-:.r eX?SUng degree oruy) 
CJP CODE 
~by 
Aaaodala~ 
fo, Acaoam1e All&UW 
UNIT PREPAAES IN QUAOnUPUC~7c 
ROtr.Jng (A.II tour copies/ 
1. Dean of Ubr3/"f Servx:es (if neo:essary) 
2. CIRT (C.:,mp & lnlorm Aas & Tec.'l), (if nacassary) 
3. College Cuniculum Committee ~f necessary) 
4. CoUega or Sc--.ocl Fac::Jtty 
5. College or Sc:lOOI Oean10irector of fnstn.:c:on 
6. FS Graduate C.:mrr .. 'ttee (it applic::ll::le) 
7. FS CUmcula Ccmmrttee 
8. Associate ?rcvost fer Academic Altairs 
9. Faa.itty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months • 
This form~ fer Automotive Techni-Business 
Nllne "' .... 0, &m,nq "'"9MI 
This prcgram is or would t:e IOC3!8d in currant ~e/gracuata CU3iCg 
on ;:age(s) __ 4_7 _____ _ 
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-------·-------
.4ar1< appropriate categor1 
Degree AAS 
T-
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Cartificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
0~ 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
o· 
"'s..N9aU.CDC¥G . ·w._. . 
.......... ~ca.. 
REVISION OF: 
}@{ 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
• 
DELET10N: NAME CHAHGE; 
D 0 
D 0 
D D 
D D 
0 D 
0 D 
0 ·o 
we exact title and requirements as they shouid appear in the c acabg.. See cum,nt catalog foe format wilhin :he respec:tve ax1ege 
attacti additionaJ sheets if necessary). Identify in bradcat fotm what is being changed. 
1eason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
' ' 
@ 
'm 
• C 3 
-2 
CWTent Program 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
Behavioral Sciences/Math/Natural Sciences 
Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
SUGGESTED AUTOMOTIVE TECH. CORE 
AT 103T, Auto Gas Engine Repair 
AT 110T, Drive Train 
AT 11 ST, Brake Systems 
AT 130T, Electrical System Repair 
AT 157T, Steering & Suspension 
AT 165T, Auto Tune Up 
WT Welding elective 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CP l O 1 Intro. to Computer Concepts 
BT lOOT, Intro. to Accounting 
BT 205T, Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
BT 218T, Business Law 
BT 235T, Records Management 
ELECTIVES 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following: 
BT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 11 IT, Beginning Typewriting 3 
BT 116T, Human Relations 3 
BT 113T, Management: An Introduction 3 
BT 232T, Small Business Management 3 
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNI-BUSINESS 
20 er/hr 
6 
6 
6 
2 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
62 
I 
Proposed Program 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
MATH 115 
PSYCH 211 Applied Technology 
Communications Elective 
ENG 119 Technical Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
SUGGESTED AUTOMOTIVE TECH. CORE 
AT 103T, Auto Gas Engine Repair 
AT l lOT, Drive Train 
AT 115 T, Brake Systems 
AT 130T, Electrical Systems 
AT 157T, Steering & Suspension 
AT 165T, Auto Tun Up 
WT Welding elective 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CP 101 Intro. to Computer Concepts 
BT lOOT, Intro. to Accounting 
BT 205T, Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
BT 218T, Business Law 
BT 235T, Records Management 
ELECTIVES 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following: 
BT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 116T, Human Relations 3 
BT 113 T, Management: An Introduction 3 
BT 232T. Small Business Management 3 
20 er/hr 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
62 
~ ,\-\~...:... ~(_ \.L" 
~c-~ \ol 
~ 
N 
-..J 
DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FORMC 
1/10/97 Date: _______________ _ 
Karen T. Riehm 
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form) 
Lecturer, BMT Dept., 863-7511 
(Title, position, telephone number) 
CIP CODE 
AB&lgned by 
Associate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
Business, Management & Technology G "-\ \ (Department/Division/Program/Branch) 
Mark app~iate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program rn 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
Thisformisfor / Banking Degree 
-----------==-------=-- --- - - -Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: :a 2 8 
I (t) 
0 
CT> 
<" 
CT> 
a. 
m (For existing degree only) on page(s) 4 9 ::, 
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ro 
Mark appropriate category 
Degree AAS in 
Type 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
Bank i n S(J Undergraduate 
degree only 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
o· 
• See New Units policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
D ~x D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
• D D 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for fonnat within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Not enough participation and the banking industry trains on the job. 
Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
CIAT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. 
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes 
If yes,. have you resolved these issues with departmen'frf<f involved? ~~~~ statement) 
Effective Date of Proposed Change:. ______________ _ 
No~ 
Semester Year 
;~;,ir;;-·-·0eJIBrtmerltct1ciiri)ers·oii·:?<ss;;. ;~-·-. - . -·-. - . - . -· -· - . - . oate·:-]/JVZ ::=;-. - . -
Signatures· ~ // 7 T 
· Dean of Library Services (If necessary) Date: ________ _ ~~ ~:::: :v/c~6z 
Date: _______ _ 
CIRT (If necessary) 
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary) C 
College or School Faculty (If necessary) _______________ _ 
I <D 
a. 
I g, 
ro 
.., 
CT> 
a. 
0 
II,) 
iii 
0 
!!?.. 
,, 
0 
.., 
U> 
0 
:,-
CT> 
a. 
!:.. 5· 
co 
0 
::i: 
ff 
(t) 
0 
z 
~ 
.... . . . 
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction ------------
FS Graduate Committee ~i~ 
Date: ---------.· -~ ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. · . 
Date: : ·r ~> >.-: ·> > >i 
FS Curricula Committe~~:::..&.-~-~-==:;t-r------.---.------,~~--1---
Assoc. Provost for AcademicAffairsc::..1./c=~_,,~-. ..... ...c.....c'-""-"""·~-~/L~-·-~=---....__--
Faculty Senate _______________________ _ 
--------- ·• . . .. .. 
Date: CJ": fclf.{J C · r ti/ · · 
Date: z Lz>_;I ~ J .. ~ .. ~. .; .. , ... .. . 
- _J..__ - • "l . ... ~ .. ........ . 
Date: · ·~ · · "'"""''· ·. ·. ·. · 
.· ,· .t~·...-~. -.·.· 1 
.......... 
. ·oEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FORMC 
Date: 2/14/97 
Karen T. Ri ehm 
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form) 
Lecturer, BMT Dept. 863-7511 
(TIiie, position, telephone number) 
CIP CODE 
AHlgned by 
ABBoclate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
Business Mgmt and Technology Dept. 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
°'-,~ 
G epartmenVDivlsion/Program/Branch) * Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
Mark appropria Program: This form is for AAS in Business/Marketing 
Undergraduate Degree Program ~ Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) __ 5 .... 0 _ _____ _ 
-· -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
Mark appropriate category 
NEW: REVISION OF: 
Degree AAS 0 Undergraduate degree only Qx 
Type 
Major D D 
Minor D D 
Concentration D D 
Certificate D D 
D D Emphasis 
Department o· 
* See New Units policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
• t>"T \~ , \ :l\l <..,~ 
'1~m C \ \ '5() L 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See curren 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being ch, 
AAS in Small Business Management 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Updated program to meet current industry needs. E (.C)V\ 
l_,_ 0 b '-.) ~ ~ {,_ ·L. C ~ ~ f"'- ~ Cl.{ . 
Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. 
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes Nox_ 
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? (attach statement) 
Effective Date of Proposed Change: ~ , 1997 
R;;.ired -·- Department Chairperso~j~'€;~ -· Year · -·-· - · DatetT·H.~·-
Signatures· -I-, 
· Dean of Library Services (If neces ry) Date: _______ _ 
CIRT (If necessary) ate: ~ 
College Curriculum Committee (ii necessary) Date: ~ /i7£;z 
College or School Faculty (ii necessary) Date: _______ _ 
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction Date: _______ _ 
FS Graduate Committee (If applicable) --- ------------- Date: _______ _ 
FS Curricula Committee ~ 
Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs~ 
~ Date: IC· Date: _z_li_,__s::-,-l 5~G- ---
Faculty Senate __________ _____________ _ Date: 
--------
JJ 
Cl) 
() 
Cl) 
<. 
Cl) 
a. 
m 
::::, 
-Cl) 
11 
::, 
., 
The Associate of Applied 
Science Degree in Small Business 
Management introduces 
marketing and management 
principles while preparing 
students to use microcomputers 
and to develop business skills 
necessary for success in the 
business world. This 
multidisciplinary degree focuses 
on the fundamentals of either 
entrepreneurism or hospitality and 
tourism. Students are provided 
the opportunity to participate in 
SIFE (Students in Free Enterprise) 
to meet business professionals 
through regional and national 
competition. 
A.A.S. Degree 
Program Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence 
BT 205TBusiness Math through Electronic Calculators . 3 
ENGL 101 Composition I: Exposition ...... . .. .. ... 3 
CS 150 Computing for Business Students ....... .. . . . J 
Math Elective ........................... . ... . .. 3 
MGT 113 Management: An Introduction ......... . .. 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
Behavioral/Natural Sciences Elective ........ .. ... . . 3 
ENGL 102 Composition II: Analysis & Argument .. ... 3 
BT 155T Introduction of Word Processing ...... . ... . 3 
BT 116T Human Relations in Business ........ . ... .. J 
BT 232T Small Business Management ........ .. .. .. 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
Arts/Humanities Elective (Suggested New Mexico 
History) ........ . ........... .. ........... J 
BT 265T or C&J 130,221, or 225 .. .. .... . .... .. . .. 3 
MGT 222 Introduction to Marketing .... ... . ........ J 
BT 218T Business Law I ........... .... .. . . . .. . . 3 
Entrepreneurism Emphasis: 
MGT 195 Entrepreneurism ........ . . . .... ....... . 3 
OR 
Hospitality & Tourism Emphasis: 
BT 246T Intro to the Hospitality & Tourism Industry .. 3 
Total j!_ hrs. 
\S 
ECON 204 Intro to Economics ... . ...... . .... ..... 3 
BT 211 T Introduction to Electronic Spreadsheets . ..... 3 
BT 285T Survey of Desktop Communications ........ 3 
BT 299T Co-op Work Exp. in area of emphasis ..... . . J 
Entrepreneurism Emphasis: 
BT 231 T Personnel Management . .. .. .. ........... 3 
OR 
Hospitality-& Tourism Emphasis: 
BT 248T Travel & Tourism Marketing .............. 3 
30 
Total ~ hrs. 15 
Program Total@hrs. 
l.PO 
B usiness&tiarketing 
A.A.S. Degree 
Program Requirements and Suggested 
Course Sequence 
PROPOSED PROGRAM 
Small Business Management 
A .A. S. Degree 
Program Requirements and Suggested Course 
Sequence 
BT 205 Business Math through BT 205T Dusiness Math through Electronic 
Electronic Calculators .............. 3 Calculators ............................... 3 
IS-E 101 Composition I: Exposition ... 3 ENGL 101 Composition I: Exposition ......... 3 
CP 1 OJT Intro to Com_J211ter Concept ~_;-.-:'l CS 150 Computing for Business Students . .. . .. . 3 
Behav/Math/Natural Sciences Electivec:) l Math Elective ............................. 3 
MGT 113 Management: An Intro ..... 3 MGT 113 Man,:1.gernent: An Introduction ....... 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
Behqv/1'1ath/Natural Sciences Elective<.,~11_ Behavioral/Natural Sciences Elective ..... . .... 3 
ENG 119 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l ENGL J 02 Composition JI: Analysis & Argument 3 
BT 155T Intro of Word Processing .... 3 BT 155T Introduction of Word Processing ...... 3 
BT 116 Human Relations in Business .. 3 BT 116T Human Relations in Business ......... 3 
BT 232T Small Business Management . 3 BT 232T Small Business Management ......... 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
Arts/Humanities Elective (Suggested New Mexico 
Arts/Humanil-ies Elective .... .. ..... 3 History) ....... .... ... . ...... . ..... 3 
BT 265 or C&J 130, 221, or 225 ...... 3 BT 265T or C&J 130,221, or 225 ............. 3 
BT I 00 Intro In A ccozmNng . . __ . _ . . _ . . .. E~ Jv!GT 222 Introduction lo Mnrketing ... .. ...... 3 
BT 218 Business Law I ............ · 3 BT 218T Business Law I .......... . ........ 3 
, Entrepreneurism Emphasis: 
1'1GT 101 Fund gf_Ac~: 1 ........ :-:-;~ 1. MGT 195 Entrepreneurism . ... ..... ... ... . .. 3 
OR 
DT 24G Intro to the Eospitality & Tou1-ism Hospitality: & Tourism Emphasis: 
Industry ......................... 3 BT 246T Intro to the Hospitality & Tourism 
Industry ................................. 3 
Total 18 hrs. 
HCON 2_QL .•. ... . .. . .. . ...... · · ~.·p l ECON 204 Intro to Economics ........ . ...... 3 
BT 211 Intro to Electronic Spreadsheets. 3 BT 211 T Introduction to Jectronic Spreadsheets . 3 
BT 2j7T Intro to Hotel & Rest Mgmel::-:/'J BT 285T Survey of Desktop Communications . .. . 3 
BT 299T Co-op Work Exp ......... · · 3 BT 299T Co-op Work Exp. in area of emphasis .. 3 
Entreprencuri5m Em~.hasis: 
BT 245T Free Market Econ .... . ¢.. .=? J. BT 231T Personnel A1anagement . .. .... .. . . ... 3 
OR 
Hospitali!X:.&-_Jourism Emp_hasis: 
BT~~ 8T Travel /!r. Trnirism Marketing · 3 J3T 248T Travel & Tourism Marketing ......... 3 
--- · ··· ·· · · --- -- p;o'gram Total 66 hrs. Total 1 R hrs. 
Program Total 66 hrs. 
2/21/97 Date:--'·---------------
Richard Krouth 
(Name of Individual lnttiaUng curricular change form) 
Department Chair, 863-7560 
(Tille, position, telephone number) 
Applied Technology Department 
(Department/Dlvlslorv'Program/Branch) 
Mark appropriate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program fi{ 
CIP CODE 
A11lgnedby 
A11oclate Provoat 
for Academic Allalra 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This form Is for __ C_o_n_s_t_ru_c_t_1_· o_n_T_e_c.;:_hn-=-=o=l-=-ogy.,J.,/... ____ _ 
Name of New or Exlsllng Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program Is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) 55L56 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-Mark appropriate category 
Degree AAS 
Type 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
0 Undergraduate 
degree only 
0 
D 
D 
D 
0 
o· 
•see New Untts policy Guidetnes book 
available from the Provosrs Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
CJ if D 0 
D ,i D D \,  
0 D D 
D D D 
0 D D 
D D D 
.~·· 
• 
f ... 0 D 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
See attached. 
• f 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Several elective classes changed to required courses. 
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r1J.:,v~.1.f-\.. .1. ~ v .11 Arr LI~U ~Cl~N C E 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
CURRENT PROGRAM 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
Behavioral Sciences/Math/Natural Sciences 
Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CT 101T 
CT 1 lOT 
CT 113T 
CT 11ST 
CT 120T 
CT 121 T 
CT 130T 
CT 140T 
CT 175T 
ELECTIVES* 
Layout & Framing 
Concrete Block Construction 
OR 
Brick Construction 
Concrete Pouring & Finishing 
Principals of Electricity 
Electrical Wiring 
Design of Plumbing Systems 
Central Heating Systems 
Blueprint Reading 
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 
6 
6 
6 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
l.Q 
60 
PROPOSED PROGRAM 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
MA TH 115 Technical Mathematics 
PSYCH 211 Applied Psychology 
Communications Elective 
ENGL 119 Technical Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CT 101 T 
CT l lOT 
CT 113T 
CT 11ST 
CT 120T 
CT 120T 
CT 120T 
CT 140T 
CT 175T 
CP 101 
Layout & Framing 
Concrete Block Construction 
Brick Construction 
Concrete Pouring & Finishing 
Principals of Electricity 
Principals of Electricity 
Principals of Electricity 
Central Heating Systems 
Blueprint Reading 
Intro to Computer Concepts 
OR 
DRAFT 115 AutoCAD Level I 
ELECTIVES* 
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 
* Any course(s) relating to a planned course of study with approval of Applied Technology Chairperson. 
FOR ADVISEMENT: ontact the Construction Technolog)' Program 
6 
.., 
.) 
.., 
.) 
.., 
.) 
.., 
.) 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
u 
60 
Gallup Otlice 
uni omce 
Pinehi ll 
hris ChaveL (505) 863-7560 
Ricky Penketewa (505) 782-5666 
Ramah Office 
Cha1rper.;on 
Da\ e Bond 
Richard Kroulh 
(505) 783-4790 
(505) 863-7560 
® 
w 
w 
"--+-'<; • , 
•' 
. . DEGRf-E/PROGRAM CHANGE 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE FORMC 
Date: ___ 2_/_2_1/_9_7 ______ _ 
Karen T. Riehm 
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form) 
Lecturer, BMT Dept. 863-7511 
(Title, position, telephone number) 
Business Management & Tech Dept. 
(DepartmenVDivision/Program/Branch) 
Mark appropriate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program xg 
CIP CODE 
Assigned by 
Associate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This form is for __ C_o_n_s_t_r_u_c_t_i_o_n_T_e_c_h_n_i_-_B_u_s_i..:...n..:...e.::..s.::..s.:::._ _ 
Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) __ 5_6 _____ _ 
Mark appropriate category 
Degree AAS 
Type 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
0 Undergraduate 
degree only 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
o· 
*see New Units policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
xgx D D 
0 D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
• D D 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Several elective classes changed to required courses. 
One elective course was deleted. 
@ 
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a. 
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0 
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Current Program 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
Behavioral Sciences/Math/Natural Sciences 
Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
SUGGESTED CONSTRUCTION TECH. CORE 
CT IOIT, Layout & Framing 
CT l IOT, Concrete Block Construction OR 
CT 113 T, Brick Construction 
CT 115T, Concrete Pouring & Finishing 
CT 120T, Principles of Electricity 
CT 130T, Design of Plumbing 
CT 140T, Central Heating Systems 
AT 160T, Auto Maintenance 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CP 10 I Intro. to Computer Concepts 
BT IOOT, Intro. to Accounting 
BT 205T, Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
BT 218T, Business Law 
BT 235T, Records Management 
ELECTIVES 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following: 
BT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 111 T. Beginning Typc\\Titing 3 
BT 116T. Human Relations 3 
BT I 131. Management: An Introduction 3 
BT 232T. Small Business Management 3 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNI-BUSINESS 
Proposed Program 
20 crthr GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
6 
6 
6 
2 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
62 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 
MATH 115 
PSYCH 211 Applied Technology 
Communications Elective 
ENG 119 Technical Communications 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 
SUGGESTED CONSTRUCTION TECH. CORE 
CT 10 IT, Layout & Framing 
CT 11 OT, Concrete Block Construction OR 
CT 113T, Brick Construction 
CT 115T, Concrete Pouring & Finishing 
CT 120T, Principles of Electricity 
CT 130T, Design of Plumbing 
CT 140T, Central Heating Systems 
AT 160T, Auto Maintenance 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 
CP 101 Intro. to Computer Concepts 
BT IOOT, Intro. to Accounting 
BT 205T, Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 
BT 218T, Business Law 
BT 235T, Records Management 
ELECTIVES 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following: 
BT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 116T, Human Relations 3 
BT 113T. Management: An Introduction 3 
BT 232T, Small Business Management 3 
20 crthr 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
62 
D1£GREE/PROGAAM CHANGE 
FORM c· 
Date: 2/11/97 
Karen T. Riehm 
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form) 
Lecturer, BMT Dept. 863-7511 
(Title. position, telephone number) 
Business management & Technology 
CIP CODE 
0~. Olj:o J 
Assigned by 
Associate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
Ga.., ll ~epartment/Division/Program/Branch) 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
Mark appropriate Program: 
This form is for Pre-Business Administration 
a Undergraduate Degree Program Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) __ 4_8 ______ _ 
Mark appropriate category 
Degree AA 
Type 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
0 Undergraduate 
degree only 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
o· 
*see New Units policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
BX D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
• D D 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Main Campus changed the requirement for MGT 291 and replaced with a 1 credit 
hour free elective. 
Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. 
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes 
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? (attach statement) 
Effective Date of Proposed Change: Fal 1 1997 
Semester Year 
No_X_ 
;;quired Department Chairperson Date: ____ _ _ _ _ 
Signatures: 
Dean of Library Services (If necessary) ----------:;rl:z--:,f'----- Date: ___ ____ _ 
CIRT (If necessary) ____________ --:::=':;.i~~"-=:---z~7""'.:::;;-- Date: ----L-,--....,./-----
Date: _·:l-?_0_~-~-z,-..· _i....,..z~-
Date: _______ _ 
Date: _______ _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
m 
:, 
CD 
-, 
(D 
a. 
I g1 
CD 
-, 
(D 
a. 
0 
ll> 
D> 
0 
!e-
,, 
0 
-, 
C/) 
0 
:::r 
(D 
a. 
C 
s· 
(0 
0 
= o' 
(D 
0 
z 
~ 
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary) ~==;~~~~-~~~~~~:.__ 
College or School Faculty (If necessary)--------- -------
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction ------------
FS Graduate Committee (If ~ble) 
FS Curricula Committee__.~:.:Y..--+--=-7tt--1-+----- -----=--- A"T7---,---
Assoc. Provost for Acade~1c Affa~ ..... ~-'l""'/>'l'"'"-"-...,(l.&.&:(I~"--·--=----/C:.-_·__,0-=:;.._,(}---L.h___s:;tl... ;:._,-'-,,.._.-
l • • • • • • • 
Date: ~ ·•· · · · · · · 
~:::: ~&:~m:~::;;;~~===~-·"! .... t·.'. .. : :,\.: ; .. i •. ;
F aculty Senate ____ __________________ _ Date: · · !'5. · · · 
--------· ~-. ,~~':""l . . • • · l 
... ' · ..... 
. .. . . . . . . 
' ••• ! ••• 
. . . .. . . . . 
. . .. . . . . . 
Current 
Pre-Business Administration 
A.A. Degree 
Program Requirements and Suggested Course 
Sequence 
MA TH 121 College Algebra OR 
MA TH 150 Advanced Algebra . . . . . . . . 3 
Laboratory Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Humanities Elective .......... . ....... . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Free Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total 16 hrs. 
MA TH 180 Elements of Calculus I . . . . . . . 3 
ECON 105 Principals & Problems (Fall) . . . 3 
SOC 101 Introduction to Sociology OR 
PSYCH 105 General Psychology ..... 3 
ENGL 102 Composition II: Analysis & 
Argument ........................... 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
CS 150 Computing for Business Students . . 3 
ECON 106 Principals of Economics (Spring) 3 
SOC or PSYCH 200 or Above ......... . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Free Elective ............... . ........ 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
MGT 290 Statistical Methodology . . . . . . . 3 
MGT 202 Principles of Financial Accounting3 
MGT 291 Business Statistacal Lab ...... 1 
Social Sciences Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Free Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Proposed 
Pre-Business Administration 
A.A. Degree 
Program Requirements and Suggested Course 
Sequence 
MATH 121 College Algebra OR 
MA TH 150 Advanced Algebra . . . . . . . . . 3 
Laboratory Science ... . .. ... . .. . . . ..... 4 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective ....... . ........ 3 
Free Elective (Suggested MGT I 13 
Management: An Introduction) . . . . ....... 3 
MA TH 180 Elements of Calculus I ...... . . 3 
ECON 105 Principals & Problems (Fall) . .. . 3 
SOC 101 Introduction to Sociology OR 
PSYCH 105 General Psychology ...... 3 
ENGL 102 Composition IT : Analysis & 
Argument .... ... ... . . . . . . .. . .... . . . .. 3 
Humanities Elective . .. .. . . . ...... . ... . . 3 
Total 15 hr . 
CS 150 Computing for Business Students ... 3 
ECON I 06 Principals of Economics ( pring) 3 
SOC or PSYCH 200 or Above . .. ......... 3 
Humanities Elective . . . ... . ............. 3 
Free Elective .... . . . . .... . . . ... . . . .... 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
MGT 290 Statistical Methodology ....... . ., 
MGT 202 Principles of Financial Accounting 3 
Social Sciences Electives . .. ............. 6 
Free Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Total 16 hr . 
Program Total 62 hrs. 
37 
Pre-Business Administration 
The Associate of Arts in 
Pre-Business Administration is 
meant for that student who wants 
to transfer into the Bachelor of 
Business Administration program 
offered in Anderson Schools of 
Management of the Albuquerque 
campus. The student will 
complete all the general education 
and the lower division business 
courses needed for application to 
Anderson Schools. (See UNM 
General Bulletin for admission 
requirements.) 
38 
A.A. Degree 
Program Requirements and Suggested Course Sequence 
MA TH 121 College Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Laboratory Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Free Elective (Suggested MOT 113 Management: An 
Introduction) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total 16 hrs. 
MA TH 180 Elements of Calculus I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
ECON 105 Principals & Problems (Fall) . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
SOC 101 Introduction to Sociology OR 
PSYCH 105 General Psychology .. . ....... . . .. 3 
ENGL 102 Composition II: Analysis & Argument .... 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
CS 150 Computing for Business Students ..... .. . . . 3 
ECON 106 Principals of Economics (Spring) . . . . . . . . 3 
SOC or PSYCH 200 or Above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Humanities Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Free Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total 15 hrs. 
MGT 290 Statistical Methodology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
MGT 202 Principles of Financial Accounting . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Sciences Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Free Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Total 16 hrs. 
Program Total 62 hrs. 
Ll.:::·- HJ- l '::f;J r l:.Jb ; .:+ r Hl·I ~ t...:U ·I H~l·I Hw.i • -~e 111e1 1 t I J tHUl<-IU:., :>ll..k,b.J lll ..1 
Yf:!Ju_ UM~~~ 
ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOI.S OF MANAGEMENT 
BACHELoR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SUGGESTED FIRST TWO YEARS OF 1HE BBA PROGRAM 
FIRST SEMF.STER 
Math 121 (College Algebra) 
Laboratory Science 
Bumanities Elective 
Social Science Elective 
Free Elective 
FIRST SEMESTER 
cs 150 
Econ 201 (Micro) 
Soc or Psych 200 level 
or hiehcr 
Rumanities Elective 
Free Elective 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
FIRST YEAR 
Hours 16 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
SECOND YEAR 
Hours 15 
Post- tt° Fax Nore 7671 
SECOND SEMESTER 
Math 180 (Calculus) 
Econ 200 (Macro) 
Soc 101 or Psych 105 
En&lish 102 
Hum.ani~ Elective 
• 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Hours 15 
SECOND SEMESTER 
Mgt 290 (Statistics) 3 
Mgt 202 (Prin Fin Acct) 3 
Social Scitllce Electives 6 
F~ iilectives 4 
Hours 16 
For au appoi.Dtm~nr e&ll 277-3388 
~  
• 
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A. 
BACHELOR or BUSINESS AI>MtNIS't'RATION PROGRAM-UHl~lrY or HJ;W KEIICO-rALL 1,,s 
CEiifRAL IPYCATION REQUIREMENTS: 
HtJMaffJTIES • Choose from: Write in the Couraes, Gr&de•, Houra 
!ngli1h (AJIOVl'J lngli•b 101 I !ngli1b 102), 
Literature, C&J 130~ {Public speaking), 
C&J 232 (8usineea, Professional Speaking) 
NO OTHER COJOWN!CATION COURSES ~LLOWED), Modern, 
Classical Ltnguaaes(Freneh, Sp&nish,Cerman,etc.-
Not 5ig,i Language), fine Art,(Pance, rilm/TelevLaion, 
Theatre, Art Studio, Art History 5 Music), Philopophy 
'Religious Studies 
socr,u. SCJJ:NCES. Choo~e !rOCI: 
~ntbropology, Histo~, folitic•l ScitDP!, Geography 
LABORATORY SCit"NCE .. (MUS'l' IIAVZ LAB) Choose· from: 
8iology, CblJDi@tty, Earth' Planetary Sciences, 
Phy•i.2.e, including a,tronomy. COur•e• for 
non-major• OX if they have L~b• 
9 hours total required 
9 hours total requ~red 
4 houri tota! required 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
D, ffl M'!Cinc l!OUIRQ!Fl'lh lli.niaua ol ~- b each CO'llr•• 1A thil ar••· A 2.,0 GPA h 
required for theee eourees •••• UHM CA%ALOG FOil LIST OP' PU- Oil CO-R!QUISITES. 
COUltSE 'l'l'l'LE 
Engliph 102 
Math 121 - •coll•ge Algebra" 
(Kath 150 may ba u•ad) 
Math tao -"Calculuu·(M•th 162 may 
be u•ed) 
Econo•icf lOg - •principles of 
M&croecon09nic1• 
lcon9aic• 201 • •Principla• of 
Microeconoeics• 
DEIIAVIOJlAt 8Clt:IICZl1 
Chao•• on• o~up ORLY - Co~r••• 
CANNOT be aixed (i••·, 011• frc:i• 
P•rebol09r, one f~ sociology) 
(a) r,xcbology 105 - •c.neral 
P•ych" ~ •200 q~ higher Pay~hologx 
-o•-(b) soc-roioqy 101 - "Intro to soc." 
!l!!l *200 or bi9b1r sociology 
!;s>mput1r Scifpce 1}0 -•computing 
for a~ •. itudent•• 
lllt 290 - •stati•tical M•ehodology• 
(or Math 245) 
MOT 202 - •Principle• of Financial 
Accounting• 
X • POJfflS 
' 
c. fREE ltz¢1'1VJ!s: iotlL beoui: aoO'itl tH nis s1df6ii ME 10-u $6\rls: csooft fRow <mii:~ 
UHM COUllSES1 ~ MUIMJDCEN't IIINOJt COUllSEB BXCEPT NSff lU; l!2 SVl1Q1S lPUCATIOJl OJt S!CUTARIAX-
SCJ&HCE COURSES • ~,iai.u9, 1laortb&11d, etc., lfO UQJ\AL 1'1'UDI§§1 AU. CLEP c.-•clit Mb ENOLISI 
101 CAH aa usn au . 
.. Oil YO~ OWN INFORNATlOH1 (Bow ~··~apute Grade Pout Aver•CJ• ia Tb• lpec{h.c J.eqllinaeot1) 
-r~r•t t.otal 1our a\&abar of bouras_; l•c:ond - 'l'otal rour grade pout, (A+•t.ll,A=& 
Po1~t,,A-•3.,1,+•J.3l,B•J.OO,B-•2.67,C+=~.J3,C•a.oo,c-=1.67,P+•l.l3,D•1.00,D-=0.67,F•O.oo; 
Number of PoiDt•• ; Tbird - Divi4• Total Poiut• by %o~al Boure: 
Thia i• your GJIA La 'l'b• 1pecific llequir-•D~s. (2.4 required in Specific Jtequirea•nt• an4 a 
2, 00 r•quired o•eraU: 'l'RAHSFZlt W01'k l>O!:S NOT ••ow IK Mrt G!UU>E POIN'r CALetn.Al'ION; F,IOUll V!!H 
~OUKS OHL.I. ASK AOVISOKS WILL 8t HAPPY TO ~SSIST YOU. 
YOUR ~AL BOUJlS, 
froa aectioa A: ____ a: C: 
----
llcv . 119S 
Student Advisement and Graduation Checklist - 1995-1997 Catalog 
. . AA/PRE.BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (61 credits) 41 
Student i-. ·.· .. ·.·. __  . > i < ./ / SS#...... Date admitted 
Address..;;.······_,;...- -: ..,..._--... -... . -.•..• -. •. -•..•• -/ ...,.} _ <...,.·······...,.······ . -.••••.•. -.•.••... -....... ...,. •••.••. ..,./ .--, ......... ... ; .... i-•..• _,,/,_.\~1? stude~tServices Advisor -----
Phone# .···.. . > .. <)> < Ot'fici~# .. _P ___ h_o_n_e# _______ _ 
.......,.___,. __ ,.,._ ....... .,....___,...._ ........ __ .......,._,., 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS (43) Credits Grade Semester/ Institution 
Communications (3) 
P ENG 102 Analytical Writing 3 
Humanities (9): (ENG-excluding 101 or 102/LIT/ C&J 130/FINE ARTS(including Art History, Art Studio, 
Music, Theater, Dance, Film)/ PHILOSOPHY / MODERN LANG./ RELIGION.) 
3 
3 
3 
Behavioral Sciences ( 6): 
PSY CI-I 105 AND 
PSYCH 200 or higher 
OR 
(Choose 1 group only. Courses cannot be mixed). 
General Psychology 3 
3 
SOC 101 AND 
SOC 200 or higher 
Math (6) 
Intro to Sociology 3 
3 
P MATH 150 
P MATH 180 
Social Sciences (15): 
ECON 200 
ECON 201 
Lri boratory Sciences 
BUSINESS CORE (9) 
cs 150 
MGT 290 
MGT 202 
Advanced Algebra 
Calculus 
(HIST/ GEOG/ANTH/ POL SCI). 
Principles & Problems 
Principles of Economics 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
(4): 
3 
(Must have lab: BIOL/ CHEM/ E&PS/ PHYSICS) 
4 
Comp for Business Stds 
Statistics 
Financial Accounting 
3 
3 
3 
ELECTIVES (9): (No Business Tech or PE Activity. All courses must be 101 or above. MGT 113 and 
ENG 101 may be accepted here). 
*Plricement testing recommended. 
P: Prerequisite for the course 
3 
3 
3 
Cr,s on ti1e? ·... •f .·:•>•. ~;;:a'. dmce Cleara.nce: _ ___ ___________ _ 
COMMENTS: 
Revised May, 19% 
Date: 
., 
/ 
/ . • 
.ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 
/ Pre-Business Administration I I 42 7 i s.-1 .. 
The Associate of Arts in Pre-Business Administration is meant for that s~udent 
who wants to transfer into the Bachelor of Business Administration program 
offered in Anderson Schools of Management on the Albuquerque campus. The student 
will complete all the general education and the lower division business courses 
needed for application to Anderson Schools. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: A TOTAL OF 62 CREDITS 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREl·lENTS: 
CoimI1unications 
English 102 
Math 
Math 121, College Algebra 
Math 180 or Math 162, 
Calculus I 
Social Sciences 
Economics 200 
Economics 201 
Behavioral Sciences 
Psych 102 
Psych 200 or higher 
OR 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
( 3) 
(3) 
( 3) 
Sociology 101 & (3) 
Sociology 200 or higher (3) 
Humanities 
Choose from English (above 
Eng. 101 & 102), Literature, 
Speech Comm. 130L or Sp Comm 132, 
(No Other Speech Comm. Courses 
Allowed), Modern Languages (French, 
Spanish, German, etc.), Fine Arts 
(Dance, Film, Theatre Arts, Art 
Studio, Art History & Music), 
Philosophv, and Religious Studies 
43 credits 
(3) Eng. 101 is a prerequisite 
(6) 
(15) 
Remaining 9 hours will be from areas of 
history, geography, anthropology, or 
political science 
(6) 
CHOOSE ONE GROUP ONLY - Courses CAN°?'lOT 
be mixed 
(9) 
Laboratory Sciences (4) Hust have lab . .!. Choos e f r om Biology , 
Chemistry, Geolo gy , Physics ( including 
Astronomy) 
Courses for non-majors OK if 
lab 
BUSINESS COURSES: 
BT (CS) 150 - Computing for 
Business Students (BASIC) (3) 
MGT 290 - Statistical 
Methodology (Math 245) (3) 
HGT 291 - Business Statistics 
Laboratory ( 1) 
MGT 202 - Financial 
Accounting ( 3) 
10 credits 
ELECTIVES: ~ 9 credits 
No 100 level courses, No Mgmt. courses e~t MGT 113, No univ. College courses, 
No Activity P.E.; No Bus. Ed. or Sec. Sci.· Enn. 1 ~ 
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· :L'~AfE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FOAMC 
Date:. __ 2_.;./_2_1.:.._/_9_7 _______ _ 
Karen T. Riehm 
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form) 
Lecturer, BMT Dept. 863-7511 
(Title, position, telephone number) 
Business Management & Tech Dept. 
(DepartmenVDivision/Program/Branch) 
Mark appropriate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program g 
CIPCODE 
A11lgned by 
A11oclate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This form is for Welding Techni-Business 
---------::-:----:-::-:----::--=--=:..:..:..::..=.:::..__ ___ _ 
Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) 79 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ---------Mark appropriate category 
Degree AAS 
Type 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
0 Undergraduate 
degree only 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
o· 
* See New Unils policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: NAME CHANGE: 
gx D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D 0 
0 0 0 
• 0 0 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Several elective classes changed to required 
One elective course was deleted. 
: 43 
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Cwrent Program 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 20 er/hr 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 6 
Behavioral Sciences/Math/Natural Sciences 6 
Communications 6 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 2 
SUGGESTED WELDING TECH. CORE 21 
WT 101T, Arc Welding 6 
WT 141T,MIG& TIGWelding 3 
WT l lOT, ili)'acetylene 6 
WT 251 T, Layout & Fabrication 3 
AT 160T, Auto Maintenance 3 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 21 
CP l O l Intro. to Computer Concepts 3 
BT 1 OOT, Intro. to Accounting 3 
BT 205T. Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 3 
BT 21 ST, Business Law 3 
BT 235T, Records Management 3 
ELECTIVES 6 
62 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following: 
BT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 111 T, Beginning Typewriting 3 
BT 116T. Human Relations 3 
BT 11 3T. Management : An Introduction 3 
BT 232T. Small Business Management 3 
WELDING TECHNI-BUSINESS 
Proposed Program 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 20 er/hr 
Arts/Humanities/Social Sciences 6 
MATH 115 3 
PSYCH 211 Applied Technology 3 
Communications Elective 3 
ENG 119 Technical Communications 3 
Health Promotion/PE/Leisure 2 
SUGGESTED WELDING TECH. CORE 21 
WT 101T, Arc Welding 6 
WT 141T, MIG & TIG Welding 3 
WT 1 lOT, ili')'acetylene Welding 6 
WT 251 T, Layout & Fabrication 3 
AT 160T, Auto Maintenance 3 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CORE 21 
CP 101 Intro. to Computer Concepts 3 
BT 100T, Intro. to Accounting 3 
BT 205T, Bus. Math through Elec. Calculators 3 
BT 218T, Business Law 3 
BT 235T, Records Management 3 
ELECTIVES 6 
62 
Choose 6 credit hours from the following: 
BT 118T, Microcomputer Keyboarding OR 3 
BT 116T, Human Relations 3 
BT 113T, Management: An Introduction 3 
BT 232T, Small Business Management 3 
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FORMC 
03-04-97 Date: _______________ _ 
Dr. Augustine Martinez 
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form) 
Di rector 
(TIiie, position, telephone number) 
UNM-Taos Education Center 
(Department/Division/Program/Branch) 
Mari< appropriate Program: 
Undergraduate Degree Program x[J 
CIP CODE 
09 . 0 ·1.0 ~L 
Aaafgned by 
Associate Provost 
for Academic Affairs 
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary) 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost tor Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
This form is for Associate of Arts in Communicati on 
Name of New or Existing Program 
Graduate Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog 
(For existing degree only) on page(s) ------ ---
Mark appropriate category 
Degree Associate 
Type 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
Department 
NEW: 
oc) ~ndergraduate 
agree only 
0 
0 
D 
0 
0 
o· 
*see New Units policy Guidelines book 
available from the Provost's Office. 
REVISION OF: DELETION: 
D 0 
0 0 
0 0 
D 0 
0 0 
D 0 
• 0 
NAME CHANGE: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college 
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed. 
Attached 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). 
Attached 
Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary) 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. 
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes No~ 
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? (attach statement) 
Effective Date of Proposed Change: Fa 11 1997 
Semester Year ;~;,ir;d- ·- Department Chairperson ·-. - . - . - ·-. - . - . -·-. - . - . -·-. - . - . Date·:-. - . - . - . - . - . - . - . -
Signatures: Date·. Dean of Library Services (If necessary) ------ --
Cl RT (If necessary) Date: --------
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary) Date: --------
College or School Faculty (If necessary) -A--:--=-~ A A _L_ Date: 
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction ~~ IV \~1.. Date: 3 - LU ~1) 
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Assoc. Provost for Academic Affai~ IZ {!j,;_;L;;.,. Date: s-f2..7 6 / ·-~~-. ~-. · ~~,S: ~-. · ·. · 
Faculty Senate Date: ________ . · .: · · ~ - · · · · 
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UNM-TAOS EDUCATION CENTER 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE 
IN COMMUNICATION & JOURNALISM 
The Associate of Art Degree in Communication & Journalism is a degree program 
designed for students who wish to have marketable skills for the job market in a variety of 
areas - advertising, public relations, print or broadcast journalism, organizational 
communication, and others. The program is designed so that the student can earn a Minor 
in Communication as well as the AA in Communication and Journalism. It will also 
provide the basis for a major in Communication or Journalism and Mass Communication 
in a B.A. program. General Education requirements 35 credits, Communication 
requirements 6 credits, Electives 21 credits, for a total of 62 credits. 
General education requirments: Credits 
English: 
English 101 Composition I 
English 102 Composition II 
Math: 
One math course from the following 
Math 121 College Algebra 1 
Other College-level Mathematics 4aa ~ ~ 7 11 
Science: (Any two) 
Biology 121-121 L Principles of Biology 
Biology l 22-122L Principles ofBiology 
E & PS 101-105L Physical Geology 
Social/Behavioral Science: (any three from the following) 
Econ 105 Intro to Macroeconomics 
Pol Sci 200 American Politics 
Psych 105 General Psychology 
Soc 101 Introduction to Sociology 
Anth 101 Introduction to Anthropology 
Humanities/Fine Arts: (any three from the following) 
Hist 101 Western Civilization 
Phil 111 Humanities 
Engl 211 Topic in English Literature 
Art H 202 History of Art 
General Education requirments total: 
3 
1 
6 
3 )- ~VL (yl/ 
1 <.!,w. W\,,~ 4.~ ~l.t.,,~ 
3 
i\ ~fL,~a 
8 I\..J~<..-1, 
B,o,( 11.1 ·~; 
8,) 12.1. ev G ll' '.> 1.;,/1~ -L 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
9 
3 
3 
3 
1 
9 
35 
Communication Requirements: 
C & J 101 Introduction to Communication 
C & J 130- l 30L Public Speaking 
Communication Requirement Total 
Electives: (choose seven from the following) 
C & J 125 Communication Across Cultures 
C & J 151 Writing for the Mass Media 
C & J 221 Interpersonal Communication 
C & J 232 Business & Professional Speaking 
C & J 253-255L Newspaper Practice & Lab 
C & J 261 News Photography & lab 
C & J 262 Radio/f elevision Performance 
C & J 270 Communication for Teachers 
CT 109LT Intro to Desktop Publishing 
Ling 101 - Intro to the Study of Language 
Electives t <>tal 
Grand Total 
Credits 
3 
1 
6 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
21 
The University of New Mexico 
Dt"rartmcnt of Communicat ion and Journal ism 
Communic.1tion & Journalism Ric.Jg . 
Room 235 \Vest 
J\lhuquerquc N M 87 13 1- 1 171 
(50'.'i l 277-530."i 
Augustine Martinez 
Taos Education Center 
UNM 
115 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, NM 87571 
Dear Augustine: 
February 14, 1997 
I am enthusiastic about the planned AA Program in Communication that Katherine Cordova 
and I have drafted for implementation at the Taos Education Center, and I expect (I) that this 
program will be attractive to students in the Taos area, and (2) that it will fill a useful 
function, both for individuals who wish to seek employment in such fields as the mass 
media, public relations, as teaching assistants/aides, and related communication positions, 
and also for individuals who will continue with their education for a BA degree in 
Communication, or Journalism and Mass Communication. 
I am impressed that the Taos Education Center offers 21 credits of courses (7 courses) for 
the AA degree in Communication . In the near future, I expect that additional courses like 
C&J 151, Writing Mass Media I; C&J 262, Broadcasting Performance; and perhaps others 
may be offered at Taos, thus providing an AA student with further alternatives in selecting 
their 21 credit-hours. 
The AA program at Taos also fits with the new MA degree program in Communication that 
we are offering, beginning this year, at UNM North. 
I look forward to working with you and your staff on next steps. 
Cordially, 
~ 
Ev~ M. Rogers 
Professor and Chair 
EMR:dmo 
130941.ltr 
(_ (_ ( 
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TAOS LOCAL TELEVISION 
PUBLIC ACCESS 
CHANNEL2 
To Whom It May Concern, 
49 
This is a letter of support for a proposed Associate of Arts Degree for the UniversitY. of New 
Mexico - Taos. Kathy Cordova, a Communications and Journalism Instructor for UNM - Taos, is 
proposing a new degree program for the extension campus in communications. As a provider of 
Public Access television in Taos, we at Taos Local Television fully support the need for training in 
communications at UNM Taos. We are willing and able to supply resources and equipment with 
UNM in partnership to see that this new degree program receives support in this training. As 
telecommunications becomes a priority in our society, we believe this program would give the 
students and community of Northern New Mexico a great step toward a competitive edge in this 
ever expanding field. 
If you have any questions or need further information from us here at Taos Local Television, 
please do not hesitate to contact us. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 
. ,' Q) /7 r . · /' ; ~,." ' ----
/ / ; ,· I 
.·· ) n0,1,(,,/ · 1~4'"1/1 
Ronald J. Usherwood 
Station Manager 
Taos Local Television 
Public Access 
Channel 2 
Taos Local Television Public Access Channel 2 4595 NDCBU 114 Civic Plaza Drive Taos , NM 87571 (505) 751-1 222 
TAOS 
PRESS 
WOMEN 
March 10, 1997 
Ms. Pat Berry 
Curriculum Committee Co-Chair 
UNM-Taos 
115 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, New Mexico 87571 
Dear Pat: 
I recently learned UNM-Taos is considering the creation of an Associate of Arts degree in 
Communications. As the president of the Taos Press Club, a group specializing in this 
field, I thoroughly applaud this effort. 
Members of the Taos Press Club enjoy employment in some of the following careers: 
advertising, marketing, editing, education, freelance, graphics, photography, public 
relations, production, broadcast, writing and many other areas. Although I cannot speak 
for individual organization members, I imagine that professionals in the field will also 
approve of this venture. Perhaps some of our membership will also express their interest 
by volunteering to sponsor a student interested in an internship/practicum as a class. This, 
of course, must be negotiated with UNM-Taos personnel at a later date. 
Our organization recently voted to sponsor two UNM-Taos students, Katie Mares and 
Rebecca Phillipe. We paid their annual membership fees for the New Mexico Pres 
Women and National Federation of Press Women. Also, one of the instructors in your 
Communications program, Kathryn Cordova, is a member of Taos Press Club and vice 
president of the state affiliate (New Mexico Press Women). She assures me that she will 
continue to involve her students in our professional organization. 
We of the Taos Press Club look fotward to possible future affiliation with some of the 
students enrolling in the Communications program. 
Best regards, 
~clc,~ 
Carole Summers 
President 
"" 
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Taos Literacy Program: Taos Adult Learning Center 
114 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, New Mexico 87571 
(505) 758-8664 
March 12, 1997 
TO: Curriculum Committee 
UNM Taos 
FR: Carmen D. Medina, Literacy Coordinator~ 
Taos Public Library 
RE: . Associate Degree for Taos 
This letter is in support of an Associates of Arts Degree in Communications. 
A Communication's Degree would help students other classes. Being able to 
communicate well in English will build confidence and the ability to succeed. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
51 
Frederick A. Peralta, Mayor 
Councilmembers: 
Bobby F. Duran 
Frank J. Cruz 
Erlinda S. Gonzales 
Meliton Struck 
Gustavo Cordova, Town Manager 
,' -~ i l 
Taos Municipal Bu~g 
400 Camino de la Placita 
Taos, New Mexico 8757 I 
(505) 751-2000 
Fax: (505) 751-2026 
_Written and 01:al communications~skills are essential in today's competitive job market 
. arid. :for the professional development of employees. Those who fail to sharpen their 
communicatiori skills, simply fall '1:iehind in their competitiveness. 
An Associate degree program will enable students from throughout Taos County to 
pursue the necessary· course work in· this critical area. I commend you for your efforts to 
advance this program as part ofUNM-Taos. 
Si_.~S~1rely, _./; 
. / 
.. ... : •. )tl a.-UZJ-....  :~~.:· ~·===:::::::.--~--? 
//-\ .. . . : : 
Gustavo "Gus".Cordova 
' .. ;f wn Manager' 
L .- . -· 
Cc: Kathy Cordova 
From: Karen D. Cantou U-Cantou Enterprises Fax: SOS-758-1427 Voice: 605-758-1427 To: Kathy Cordova Page 2 of2 Wednesday, April 02, 1997 2:55:41 PM 
I\1arch 24, 1997 
Patricia Ben-y 
UNM Taos 
115 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, NI\1 87571 
Dear Patricia, 
I have recently learned that the Taos Branch of the University of New :tvfexico is 
considering adding an Associates Degree in Communications to its curriculum. 
I am writing this letter to support the addition of this program. While I am not sure of the 
criteria used to measure a programs success, I believe this is a degree that has the potential 
to benefit all area students. 
I say this because whether a student is interested in nursing, electronics, business or 
teaching, that student must still possess the ability to communicate. Validation of this 
statement can be found in the classified ads section of any newspapers under application 
requirements. 
The University has already employed highly competent and qualified staff to teach the 
current communications curriculum. However, I believe there are several other area 
Journalists and Communicators who are both willing and able to lend their expertise to 
enhance this curriculum in the areas of broadcast, print and through internships. 
I will do whatever is necessary to advocate community support of this program. 
Sincerely, 
Karen D. Cantou 
Journalist 
Former UNM -Albq., Journalism Student 
53 
...... 
March 13 , 1 9 9 7 
Kathryn Cordova 
Communication and Journalism Instructor 
University of New Mexico - Taos 
115 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, New Mexico 87571 
RE: Your memorandum on proposed Associate of Arts degree for UNM - Taos 
Dear Kathy: 
I read through your proposal and the course descriptions for the associate 
degree program. As a potential employer for graduates of such a program I would 
like to lend the support of The Taos News to your effort. 
Obviously The Taos News has need for qualified writers/reporters, photographers, 
advertising sales and marketing people, as well as qualified workers in other 
areas of expertise. 
Often we have to go outside the community to find qualified applicants to fill 
our positions. A program of study such as you are proposing would provide an 
opportunity for local students to learn skills and increase their knowledge in 
areas that could help them find local employment. 
Having a better educated local workforce to draw upon would help not only The 
Taos News, but other local businesses, hire more people from the Taos area . 
Sincerely yours, 
~~= Publisher 
cc: file 
54 
n 
u 
1ew mexico 
lress women 
OURNALISM 
ROADCASTING 
UBLIC RELATIONS 
OVERTISING 
-lOTOGRAPHY 
RAPHIC ARTS 
RITING 
March 25, 1997 
Patricia Berry, co-chair 
curriculum committee 
UNM-Taos 
115 Civic Plaza Drive 
Taos, NM 87591 
Dear Ms. Berry, 
55 
I am writing this letter on behalf of New Mexico Press 
Women to express support for the proposal to initiate an 
Associate of Arts Degree in Communication & Journalism at 
the UNM-Taos campus. 
our state vice president, Kathryn Cordova, has filled me 
in on the proposed degree program and of interest in the 
program on the part of students. 
, New Mexico Press Women is an organization of working 
journalists, publishers of small newspapers, freelance 
writers, photographers, graphic artists and public 
relations practitioners, most of whom started out in 
journalism . A strong component of our mission is to 
support young journalists and communications education. 
Among other activities, we hold an annual state and 
national high school journalism contest and annually 
award a college journalism scholarship. 
we support the UNM- Taos proposal because of the 
opportunities it would offer potential journalists in 
northern New Mexico . It could steer into journalism 
students who might be interested in communication, but 
who might choose another field because they do not have 
the means to head to Albuquerque right after graduation. 
By getting a head start on a B.A. degree at home, more 
students might be encouraged to eventually come to UNM at 
Albuquerque to complete requirements toward it. 
Please let us know if there is anything we can do to help 
you in this effort. 
Sincerely, 
Denise Tessier 
President 
NMPW 
(Addendum to list distributed with September 9, 1997 agenda packet) 
l'tE'JV J.\PPOtl'rr>A!l'rrs 'fO FACUl'fY S'f Al'lfJll'IG co,,\>Arrriis 
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
Paul Lusk (Architecture & Planning) ---Term Ends 2000 
BUDGET 
Stephen Dent (Architecture & Planning) ---Term Ends 1999 
CURRICULA 
Anne Taylor (Architecture & Planning) ---Term Ends 1999 
LIBRARY 
Robert Egly (Psychology) ---Term Ends 1998 
RESEARCH ALLOCATIONS 
Astrid Kodric-Brown (Biology) ---Term Ends 1998 
UNDERGRADUATE 
Gordon Johnson (Biology) ---Term Ends 1998 
